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Session Overview
Discuss how digitalization in
healthcare has impacted the
ability of informatics educators to
create and continuously refine
curricula/training materials
This need is universal –
regardless of where
educators are located

Define the TIGER
International
Competency
Synthesis Project
(ICSP)

We’ll also introduce
Recommendation
Framework 1.0 (nursing
centric) and 2.0
(interdisciplinary)

Introduce pain points
and challenges
experienced by
informatics educators
Pain points and
challenges are
experienced by
educators working in
academic or clinical
settings regarding
curricula development
aligned to competency
attainment

Share about where to
locate and how to
leverage competency
based tools and
resources
We’ll highlight global
tools and resources you
can begin leveraging
today
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How Digit iza t ion in He a lt hca re
Impa ct s Informa t ics
Educa t ors
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Digitalization’s Impact on Informatics Educators
• Increasing digitalization in health care affects health-related processes
and the ability for informatics educators to create and continuously
refine curricula and training in benefit of target audiences*:
 IT support is necessary to address progressively complex
treatments/procedures;
 Integrate new treatment methods;
 Speak to growing demands on data/exchange;
 And to make processes more efficient while closing service gaps

• Digitalization impacts the activities of health professionals in direct
patient care as IT is changing the very tasks involved
• Task changes must be reflected in training and educational practices
*Kuperman 2013, Arvanitis and Euripidis 2016, Williams et al. 2019, Davenport et al. 2019

Digitalization’s Impact on Informatics Educators, cont’d
• How does the digitization of healthcare systems connect to and help
inform educators focused on informatics teaching and training
methods?
• How can academic and clinical educators easily infuse new techniques
and instruments into the design of educational materials?
• While we don’t have all the answers, this session will address a few pain
points being faced by educators focused on curricula design aligned to
competency attainment

Advances in Nursing and Healthcare Drive Informatics
Innovation and Evolution
• HIMSS TIGER Initiative’s 4th iteration of the Global Informatics Definitions
document
• Essential to universally define how informatics ties to each discipline
• With the informatics scope of work changing so rapidly, educators often
get lost in a sea of rapidly changing terminology
• The outside of informatics vs. behind the scenes changes
• Encouraging educators to acquire a firm grasp of mental frameworks
constructed

Technology
Informatics
Guiding
Education
Reform (TIGER)

Education Reform

We provide the global health workforce with innovative
informatics/eHealth tools and resources to transform
health for all. The global TIGER network collaborates to
integrate informatics/eHealth into healthcare education,
certification, practice and research through an inclusive,
interdisciplinary, intergenerational approach.

Interprofessional Community Development

We actively engage and collaborate with the global
healthcare workforce, students and adult learners to
encourage standardized, person-centered and
technology-enabled processes to facilitate teamwork and
relationships across the continuum of care worldwide.

Global Workforce Development

We foster a respectful learning community of diverse
stakeholders that embrace shared values to drive
innovation and technology around the world.

For more info: https://www.himss.org/tiger and follow TIGER on Twitter @AboutTIGER
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Curating Global Informatics Definitions
• Responding to the need to curate global
informatics definitions article published in the
January 2021 issue.
• Article was inspired by the 4th iteration of the
HIMSS TIGER Global Informatics Definitions
document published in July 2020.

"Definitions, such as those in the fourth edition
of the Technology Informatics Guiding
Education Reform (TIGER) Initiative's Global
Informatics Definitions, are critical for
illuminating the different health professions and
their specialties, especially when it comes to
how they relate to (global) health informatics."
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De fine t he TIGER ICSP
Re comme nda t ion Fra me works
1.0 & 2.0
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TIGER International Competency Synthesis Project
2015 – current
Began compiling core recommended international informatics competencies reflective of many
countries, scientific societies and research projects.

National Case
Studies
Compiled
national studies
from the global
TIGER
community

Survey deployment
Deployed a survey
composed of 24 core
competencies within five
domains

Recommendation
Framework 1.0 –
nursing centric
Creation derived from
case studies, survey results
and global stakeholder
input.

Recommendation
Frameworks 2.0 interdisciplinary
Joined forces with the
EU*US eHealth Work
Project to describe a
validate the framework.

Learn more and access Recommendation Frameworks at https://www.himss.org/tigerinitiative-international-competency-synthesis-project
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Health Informatics Priorities from the Educator
Perspective
• Framework 2.0 defines the
Top 10 Core Competency
Areas in Science and Education
– a vital area to showcase
• Teachers of health care
personnel were specifically
surveyed to garner insights and
input to demonstrate particular
competencies for educators to
focus in on
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EU*US eHealth Work Project
2016 - 2019
Co-awarded funding from the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 to measure, inform, educate
and advance development of a skilled eHealth workforce throughout the EU, US and globally.

Survey
1,080 professionals
participated from
51 countries

Gap analysis
10 gap areas identified

Global case studies

Foundational course

22 studies compiled to
highlight and enrich the
survey and gap analysis
findings

Global introductory online
course in eHealth

Case studies compiled from: Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland x2, Germany, India, Israel,
Latvia, Nigeria, Norway x2, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia, Sweden, UK-England, UK-Scotland, US-CA and US-IN.

Learn more and access resources at http://ehealthwork.org/
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eHealth Competency Development: Synergy of Projects
TIGER’s International
Competency Synthesis
Project (ICSP)
& the University of Applied
Sciences Osnabrück’s
Open University Project KeGL

EU*US eHealth Work Project
Project funded by the European Commission’s Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation Program (Grant-ID #727552) to
measure, inform, educate and advance development of a
skilled eHealth workforce throughout the EU, US and globally.

2015 – current

National
Case
Studies
Compiled
national studies
from the global
TIGER
community

Survey
Deployment
Deployed a
survey composed
of 24 core
competencies
within five
domains

2016 - 2019

Recommendation
Framework 1.0 –
nursing centric
Creation derived
from case studies,
survey results and
global stakeholder
input.

Survey &
Gap
Analysis

Global Case
Studies

22 studies
compiled to
1,080
highlight and
professionals
participated from enrich the survey
and gap analysis
51 countries;
findings
10 gap areas
identified

Foundational
Course
Global
introductory
online course
in eHealth

The EU*US Work Project has since been featured in
book chapters ,
publications , online guide , presentations and more !

Recommendation
Frameworks 2.0 interdisciplinary
TIGER joined forces
with the EU*US
eHealth Work
Project to describe
and validate the
framework.
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Pa in Point s a nd Cha lle nge s
Expe rie nce d by Informa t ics
Educa t ors
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Addressing Informatics Educator Pain Points
• This is the 1st step in resolving educator pain points is to
address them
• Next, we must continuously “educate the educators”
about the rapidly changing informatics landscape in
relation to discipline-specific learners
• Educators must first understand informatics to better
teach informatics
• To do this, new competencies and skillsets must be
determined --- these efforts must be prioritized!

Growing Where One is Planted
• Regardless of setting, educators carry the weight of
teaching students the full scope of digitization
• Historically, educators were not integrated into the
develop and design of technology systems – this
must change
• Educators must be woven into the decision making
process in order to seamlessly teach the tools
leveraged in clinical settings

Le ve ra ging Globa l
Compe t e ncy Ba s e d Tools &
Re s ource s for At t a inme nt
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Connecting Competency Attainment to Curricula &
Tools
• Today there is an emphasis on competency attainment
connected to learning outcomes

• Learning expectations and goals must be established early
on by educators

• “Competencies often serve as the basis for skill standards
that specify the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities
required for success in the workplace, as well as potential
measurement criteria for assessing competency
attainment.”
• Competency attainment tied to the concept of life-long
learning

Global Competency Based Tools & Resources
• Today there is an emphasis on competency attainment
connected to learning outcomes
• Learning expectations and goals must be established early
on by educators

• “Competencies often serve as the basis for skill standards
that specify the level of knowledge, skills, and abilities
required for success in the workplace, as well as potential
measurement criteria for assessing competency
attainment.” – Hank Fanberg, Health Informatics Pionee
• Competency attainment tied to the concept of life-long
learning

TIGER VLE

What is the TIGER VLE?
An interactive, online learning platform for:

•





academic professionals
students
adult learners
clinical educators

Contains courses, resources, and archived events:

•





Integrate into classroom curriculum
Certificates of completion
Access webinars on-demand
Earn CE for CA/CPHIMS credential holders

• $65 subscription includes unlimited access for one year.

*In July, the Health IT Foundations course key will be priced at $149 with a complimentary
TIGER VLE subscription included

TIGER VLE Refinements
Underway
To be accomplished by August 1st

Re-Align Resources to the ICSP Categories
• Remove old resources
• Re-map to new framework
• Audit quality and quantity of
resources in the catalog
• Identify gaps in competency
areas and regions
• Prepare new resources for
migration from Intrado to new
HIMSS LMS

Showcase at HIMSS21

• Showcase the VLE & IERN at HIMSS21
via Kiosk in University Row
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Global Health Informatics
Course
To be accomplished by August 2021

Co-creation of a Global Health
Informatics Course
HIMSS TIGER and the University of Texas at
Arlington’s Multi-Interprofessional Center for
Health Informatics (UTA-MICHI) are co-developing
a global health informatics course (GHIC):
• Target audience includes early careerists and
adult learners new to the field.
• Linked from the TIGER VLE to UTA’s Canvas

Course Description

This course provides the foundation focused on
the fundamentals of global health informatics and
digital health.

Module Overview
Module 1: Health Informatics & Systems
Module 2: Data & Analytics
Module 3: Digital Health Transformation
Module 4: Global Health Literacy
Module 5: Leadership & Management
Module 6: Project Management
Module 7: Trends in Global Health Informatics: The New
Normal
Module 8: Psychological Staff Safety and Wellbeing
Module 9: Final course assessment*All modules are no

longer than 60 minutes in duration
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HIMSS Health Informatics Guide
Inspired by the work of TIGER over the
last six years, the HIMSS TIGER Global
Health Informatics Guide aims to
acquaint those learning about health
informatics with a direct conduit on
where to locate and how to leverage
competency based tools and resources
available worldwide:
 Understanding health informatics
core competencies and how
important competency attainment is
 Where to find and align core health
informatics competencies
 Alignment to workforce
development tools and resources

You can access the Guide at: https://www.himss.org/resources/health-informatics
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HIMSS Health Informatics Guide, cont’d
July 2020
The Guide provides competency focused resources and solutions for clinicians (nursing, medicine,
pharmacy) from the following projects/organizations:

Interprofessional

Nursing

 Recommendation

Frameworks 1. & 2.0 and
project publications
 Health IT Competencies Tool
& Repository (HITComp)
 Skills Knowledge and
Assessment Development
Framework (SKAD)
 Interactive Education
Demonstrator Modules
(IEDMs)

The American College of
Nursing (AACN)
Competency Essentials:
Core Competencies for
Professional Nursing
Education:
https://www.aacnnursing.o
rg/EducationResources/AACN-Essentials

Medicine
 AAMC, ACGME lay out program

requirements as outlined in through
AMIA: https://www.acgmei.org/Specialties/LandingPage/pfcatid/38/Clinical-Informatics/
 Oregon Health & Science University’s 
specific learning objectives and
milestones for developing competent
medical practitioners:
https://europepmc.org/article/med/2
5057246

Pharmacy
Accreditation Council for
Pharmacy Education
Standards and Guidelines:
https://www.ajpe.org/conte
nt/75/5/93
The American Academy of
Colleges of Pharmacy
(AACP) revision list for
domains with details
competencies:
https://www.ajpe.org/conte
nt/83/2/6512

You can access the Guide at: https://www.himss.org/resources/health-informatics
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Nursing Informatics: A Health Informatics,
Interprofessional, Global Perspective T extbook
The 4th edition of this world-renowned book was published in 2011 and was
dedicated to the more than 1,000 volunteers who have contributed to the TIGER
cause since formalizing in 2005
•

This edition sold sell over 80,000 copies and was translated into six languages

The 5th edition of the book is expected to be published by Springer Nature in fall
2021 with an updated sub-title and textbook format:
•

Dr. Ursula Hübner serves as the lead editor; she is joined by Dr. Gabriela
Mustata Wilson, Toria Shaw Morawski and Dr. Marion Ball

•

Chapters in the 5th edition align to the TIGER International Competency
Synthesis (ICSP) categories; format is a textbook with case studies & review
questions aligned to each chapter

•

In 2022: We’ll showcase chapters via TIGER’s Interprofessional Webinar Series

•

Post publication: TIGER also aspires to create mini courses and virtual/inperson learning workshops inspired by the textbook chapters in 2022 at global
conferences and via Zoom
27

Informa t ics Educa t ors ’
Re s ource Na viga t or (IERN)
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Informatics Educators’
Resource Navigator
To be accomplished by December 2021

Launch the 1st Phase of the IERN at HIMSS21
• Build within the HIMSS TIGER VLE
• Use metadata to offer complete descriptions
of each resource
• Search function included
• Implement a peer-review process to
evaluate the quality of metadata

What is IERN?
Informatics Educators’ Resource
Navigator
An online collection of thoughtfully curated
documents, best practices, case studies, tutorials
and templates that strives to “educator informatics
educators” about the ever-changing and
expanding field of informatics:
• Provide informatics educators with evidencebased resources.
• Resources can easily be integrated into
educational efforts and curricular development.
• Will be tied to recommended core
competencies with the goal designing resources
aligned to competency attainment.
• Curated resources reflect the 10 workforce gaps
identified by the EU*US eHealth Work Project
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TIGER Scholars Workgroup
The TIGER Scholars Workgroup
launched in fall 2017 with the goal of
providing an informatics educatorfocused network to inform and
enhance current educational
practices by providing a forum for
sharing knowledge and learning
about state of the art approaches
and best practices within the
academic informatics community.

Mission
Be a trusted resource for health
informatics educators.
Vision
Enhance health informatics
education through an
interprofessional community in
which educators share theory,
knowledge & experience and
collaboratively identify best
practices for teaching, learning
and assessment.

The Journey to Share Informatics Resources
The Problem: The TIGER Scholars workgroup identified challenges in
accessing reliable and valuable resources for health informatics
education.
The Solution: Develop an online resource library to support access
of resources and tools that are intended for health informatics
educators.

IERN is Born
Informatics Educators’ Resource Navigator
Definition: An online collection of thoughtfully selected documents,
best practices, case studies, tutorials and templates to provide
informatics educators with evidence-based resources
Structure: For each resource, metadata is used to offer a complete
description of the resource. The actual resource will be available
through a link in the metadata.

What Information (Metadata ) Will Be
Provided for Each Resource?
1.

Title

6.

Category

2.

Originator

7.

Resource Type

3.

Author

8.

Alignment with

4.

Description

5.

Link

Competencies
9.

Learning Level

10.

Date Reviewed

Design Components
●

Built within the HIMSS virtual learning environment (VLE)

●

Following accessibility guidelines

●

Resources are readable, legible, succinct, accurate, useful

●

Resources are generalizable globally

●

A peer-review process evaluated the quality of the resources
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Thank You!
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#tigerinitiative #tigerVLE
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